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Elizabeth Wise follows up her #1 NY Times bestseller (October 2013), My Story?about being kept
in captivity as an adolescent, and how she were able to survive?with a robust and inspiring book
in what it takes to overcome trauma, find the strength to go on, and reclaim a single’s life. Where
There’s Hope is the result of Elizabeth’s objective: It really is both an up-close-and-personal
glimpse into her healing up process and a heartfelt how-to guide for readers to create peace
with the past and embrace the future.Over and over, Elizabeth is asked the same issue: How do
you find the desire to go on? Victim?no more.In her fearless memoir, My Story?the basis of the
Life time Original film I Am Elizabeth Smart?Elizabeth detailed, for the very first time, the horror
behind the news of her abduction by religious fanatic Brian David Mitchell and his wife, Wanda
Barzee. In this reserve, Elizabeth returns to the horrific experiences she endured, and the hard-
won lessons she learned, to provide answers. Activist. Since then, she’s married, become a mom,
and travelled the globe as the president of the Elizabeth Wise Foundation, sharing her tale with
the intent of helping others on the way. She also calls upon other people who have handled
adversity?victims of violence, disease, war, and loss?to explore the pathways toward wish.
Through conversations with such well-known voices as Anne Romney, Diane von Furstenburg,
and Mandy Patinkin to spiritual leaders Archbishop John C.” ?Diane von FurstenbergAuthor.From
the book:“I was not willing to accept that my fate was to live unhappily ever after. Everything?my
family, my home, my chance to go to school?had been given back if you ask me, and I didn’t want
to miss another opportunity of living my very own life.” ?Elizabeth Wise“There are two types of
survivors: the ones who did not die, and those who live. There will be those who will remember
and be the victim, and ones who just won’t. You have to go on, you have to learn, and you must
heal. Wester and Elder Richard Hinckley to her personal parents, Elizabeth uncovers a much
greater sense of solace and understanding.
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. It’s also an excellent book that reflects on how we will have a choice.. therefore evil as to keep
her captive for such horrible reasons. This book was entirely different and I . This book was
entirely different and I enjoyed the majority of the chapters. Inspiring and haunting Elizabeth
Wise’s saga dominated my early parenthood, and We was intrigued to Read how she's overcome
her experiences to become an adult focused on hope. I go through Elizabeth's first book which
was hard to go through in some ways since it is hard to take into account people so evil as to
keep her captive for such horrible reasons.. I believe it is a good book, but not the best I've ever
read. Well crafted and engaging Inspiration to reclaim your power Book club selection.
Encouraging and inspiring Elizabeth writes from her experiences and the growth she's made in
an honest and hopeful way. Inspiring and interesting Love the variety of people
interviewed--diversity of insight. It offers me great perspective on faith, hope, forgiveness and
perseverance. Therefore pleased you survived and are making a positive difference in lots of
lives. Stories of women who've suffered This book is OK. It really is occasionally disjointed as she
weaves her tale in the others, in a manner that sometimes felt just like a comparison of agony,
nonetheless it is pleasant and thought provoking Well written and inspiring A very well crafted,
engaging, and inspiring publication. She shares other women’s stories, which I appreciate. For
reasons uknown, it wasn’t as strong and impactful as I got anticipated it to become. But it is a
good book. Precisely what I needed Started this out of curiosity. Very inspirational. It does give
you insights into her world today and how she is doing and that was a great encouragement. Just
lately having been diagnosed with cancer, nice to hear so many affirmations of my own attitude
of positively moving forward. Puts into phrases feeling you recognize. Love it Great book! I’m so
happy Amazon provided a pre sale. Elizabeth Smart is usually such a blessing and pillar of
strength. Trust needs to be earned. Bought it for my mom. She loved it! Bought it for my mother.
She liked it! It will be helpful to anyone, struggling (as most of us are) with the challenges of
existence. Inspiring and great go through. Though not really stated in exactly this way, forgiving
does not mean one must trust the offender. She also shares the stories of others who have
experienced setbacks and tragedies and how they have got acquired hope and learned the
procedure of forgiveness. Two key insights were: 1. 2. Letting go of attempting to change the past
because one has no control of it is critical. Forgiving somebody heals the forgiver. Tough AT THE
MERCY OF Address In this sequel to Elizabeth's book, "My Tale" Elizabeth shares how she actually
is moving forward with her life. I’m so glad she has shared her tale and is spreading goodness
and love.. I appreciate that she weaves her experiences with the encounters of others from
different backgrounds and faith, all centered on different aspects of hope. This publication
contains much quotable motivation. I admire Elizabeth Smart a great deal. Great Book I really
like how real and human being she actually is. Thanks, Elizabeth. I really like this book so much
and have so much respect for her and the people interviewed..
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